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Abstract
We construct the supersymmetric completion of quartic R+R4-actions in the
ten-dimensional effective action of the heterotic string. Two invariants, of which
the bosonic parts are known from one-loop string amplitude calculations, are
obtained. One of these invariants can be generalized to an R+F 2+F 4-invariant
for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory coupled to supergravity. Supersymmetry
requires the presence of B ∧ R ∧ R ∧ R ∧ R-terms, (B ∧ F ∧ F ∧ F ∧ F for
Yang-Mills) which correspond to counterterms in the Green-Schwarz anomaly
cancellation. Within the context of our calculation the ζ(3)R4-term from the
tree-level string effective action does not allow supersymmetrization.
Groningen, October 1992
1
1 N = 1 supergravity in d = 10 and the R2-action.
The basic multiplet of N = 1 supergravity in ten spacetime dimensions consists
of the tenbein field eµ
a, the dilaton field φ, an antisymmetric tensor gauge field
Bµν and the Majorana-Weyl fermions ψµ (gravitino) and λ (dilatino) [2]. This
multiplet transforms under local supersymmetry as follows1:
δeµ
a = 12 ǫ¯Γ
aψµ , (1)
δψµ = (∂µ − 14Ωµab+ Γab) ǫ+ ǫ (fermi)2 , (2)
δBµν =
1
2
√
2 ǫ¯Γ[µψν] , (3)
δλ = − 38
√
2Γµǫ φ−1Dµφ+
1
8Γ
abcǫ Hˆabc + ǫ (fermi)
2 , (4)
φ−1δφ = − 13
√
2 ǫ¯λ . (5)
The derivatives Dµ are Lorentz covariant, supercovariant derivatives are de-
noted by Dµ. In the variation of the gravitino field we encounter a torsionful
spin connection defined by:
Ωµ
ab
± ≡ ωµab(e, ψ)± 32
√
2 Hˆµ
ab . (6)
Here, ωµ
ab(e, ψ) is the usual spin connection with ψ-torsion, i.e., the solution
of D[µ(ω)eν]
a = 0. The additional torsion is determined by the supercovariant
field strength of the B-field, Hˆµ
ab, given by:
Hˆµνρ = ∂[µBνρ] − 14 ψ¯[µΓνψρ] , (7)
which is invariant under gauge transformations
δBµν = ∂µΛν − ∂νΛµ . (8)
Under local supersymmetry, ωµ
ab and Hˆ transform as
δωµ
ab(e, ψ) = 14 ǫ¯Γµψ
ab + 12 ǫ¯Γ
[aψµ
b] + 34
√
2 ǫ¯Γcψµ Hˆ
abc , (9)
δHˆabc = − 14
√
2 ǫ¯Γ[aψbc] . (10)
Here, ψab denotes the gravitino curvature
ψµν = 2D[µ(Ω+)ψν] + (fermi)3 . (11)
The transformations (9) and (10) can be combined to yield:
δΩµ
ab
− =
1
2 ǫ¯Γµψ
ab . (12)
1 Note that Γa1...an ≡ Γ[a1Γa2 . . .Γan]. Throughout this paper we use the conventions of
[25]. In our calculations we will never consider terms quartic in fermions in the action, and,
consequently, we may ignore terms quadratic in fermions in the transformation rules.
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The gravitino curvature ψab itself has the following variation:
δψab = − 14ΓµνǫRµνab(Ω−) + ǫ (fermi)2 , (13)
where Rµν
ab(Ω−) denotes the Riemann curvature tensor with spin connection
Ω−.
The ten-dimensional action which is invariant under the transformations
(1–5) is given by:
LR = eφ−3
{
− 12R(ω(e))− 34HµνλHµνλ + 92 (φ−1∂µφ)2
− 12 ψ¯µΓµνρDν(ω(e))ψρ + 2
√
2 λ¯ΓµνDµ(ω(e))ψν
+ 4λ¯D/ (ω(e))λ+ 3
√
2 ψ¯µΓ
νΓµλ(φ−1∂νφ)
− 32 ψ¯µΓµψν(φ−1∂νφ)
+ 116
√
2Hρστ
[
ψ¯µΓ
[µΓρστΓ
ν]ψν + 4
√
2 ψ¯µΓµρστλ
− 8λ¯Γρστλ
]}
+ (fermi)4 . (14)
The equations of motion which follow from (14) will play an important role in
this paper. These equations, for the fields φ, eµ
a, λ¯, ψ¯µ and Bµν , respectively,
read:
Φ = eφ−3
(
3
2R(ω)− 9Da(ω)(φ−1∂aφ) + 272 (φ−1∂µφ)2
+ 94HµνλH
µνλ
)
, (15)
Eµa = eφ−3eµbeνa
(
Rν
b(ω)− 3Dν(ω)(φ−1∂bφ) + 92HνλρHbλρ
)
− 13eµaΦ , (16)
Λ = eφ−3
{
8D/ (ω)λ+
√
2 Γµνψµν − 12(φ−1D/φ)λ−
√
2ΓabcλHabc
}
,(17)
Ψµ = eφ
−3
(
Γνψµν + 2
√
2Dµ(Ω+)λ
)
− 14
√
2ΓµΛ , (18)
Bµν = 32∂λ
(
eφ−3Hλµν
)
. (19)
In this paper we frequently use identities which are implied by the fermionic
equations of motion and the Bianchi identity
D[µ(ω)ψνλ] = − 14Γabψ[µRνλ]ab(ω) (20)
for the gravitino curvature. First of all, we use (18) to solve for the single
Γ-contraction of the gravitino curvature
Γbψab = e
−1φ3(Ψa +
1
4
√
2 ΓaΛ)− 2
√
2Daλ . (21)
From (21) we obtain by contracting with a further Γ-matrix:
Γabψab = e
−1φ3 (2ΓaΨa +
9
2
√
2Λ) . (22)
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Combining (18) and (20) one derives two additional identities involving the
derivative of the gravitino field equation:
D/ ψab = −2D[a(e−1φ3Ψb]) + 12
√
2Γ[aDb](e−1φ3Λ)
− 14ΓcΓefψcRabef − 12
√
2 ΓcdλRabcd + Γ
cψ[aRb]c , (23)
Dbψab = D/ (e−1φ3Ψa)− 14
√
2
{
ΓaD/ (e−1φ3Λ)−Da(e−1φ3Λ)
}
− 14ΓefψbRabef + 12Rab(Γbcψc − ψb) + 14Rψa , (24)
while (17) and (22) give:
D/ λ = −e−1φ3{ 14
√
2 ΓaΨa + Λ} . (25)
In the identities (20-25) we have not written contributions of H and φ−1∂φ. In
the next section we will discuss why these are neglected in our calculations.
In d = 10, N = 1 supergravity the only matter multiplet is the Yang-
Mills multiplet, which consists of the gauge field Aµ, and a Majorana-Weyl
spinor χ, both in the adjoint representation of an arbitrary gauge group. The
transformation rules are
δAµ =
1
2 ǫ¯Γµχ , (26)
δχ = − 14ΓµνFµν(A) ǫ + ǫ (fermi)2 . (27)
The coupling of the Yang-Mills multiplet (Aµ, χ) to ten-dimensional supergrav-
ity [2, 3] leads to a supersymmetric action of the form LR +LF 2 . This requires
the inclusion of the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term in the field strength (7) of
the B-field [3], and a corresponding modification of the B transformation rule.
The cancellation of anomalies requires a further modification of H by the
corresponding Lorentz Chern-Simons term [4]. However, this mechanism breaks
the local supersymmetry. The fact that the transformation rules (12) and (13)
of Ωµ
ab
− and the gravitino curvature ψ
ab have the same structure as those of the
Yang-Mills multiplet (Aµ, χ) (26), (27) simplifies the restoration of supersym-
metry [24]. By replacing in the action R + β trF 2, and in the corresponding
transformation rules Aµ by Ωµ
ab
− , χ by ψ
ab, Fµν(A) by the corresponding cur-
vature Rµν
ab(Ω−), and the coupling β by an a priori independent coupling α,
the trF 2 Yang-Mills action can be immediately extended to a supersymmetric
action of the form R+β trF 2+αR2. This requires a modification, proportional
to α, of the supersymmetry transformation rule of the B-field. Since (Ωµ
ab
− , ψ
ab)
depend on B (see relations (6) and (11)), the transformation rules of Ωµ
ab
− and
ψab obtain order α terms, besides the order β terms already present due to the
Yang-Mills coupling. This breaks the invariance of the R+β trF 2+αR2-action
by terms which are of order α2 and αβ. The best one can hope for in this
explicit supersymmetrization of the Lorentz Chern-Simons term is an iterative
invariance in the couplings α and β.
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The iterative procedure outlined above was worked out for the cubic α2R3,
αβR trF 2, and for the quartic α3R4, α2βR2 trF 2, αβ2( trF 2)2 contributions to
the supersymmetric effective action. Bosonic cubic terms in the supersymmetric
action are not required. Contributions from the variation of the quadratic and
cubic action play a crucial role in the cancellations which lead to the final form
of the quartic action [25]. Thus the quartic action obtained in [25] is directly
linked to the inclusion of the Lorentz Chern-Simons form, and a priori unrelated
to the quartic actions which we will construct in this paper, which do not include
quadratic or cubic contributions.
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2 Introduction
In recent years much work has been devoted to the study of the low-energy
effective action of string theory. In the limit of low energy, string theory can be
approximated by ordinary field theory, in which string effects should appear as
higher derivative interaction terms. This effective action provides a useful tool
to investigate the impact of string theory on particle physics.
In this context, the heterotic string [1] is of particular interest. Its zero
slope limit (the limit in which the inverse string tension, α′, goes to zero) is
given by ten-dimensional supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills [2, 3]. Corrections
to this zero slope limit, proportional to α′, are required in d = 10, N = 1
supergravity to achieve the cancellation of anomalies [4]. These corrections
involve the introduction of the Lorentz Chern-Simons term, on the same foot-
ing as the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term required by supersymmetry in the
Einstein-Yang-Mills supergravity theory [3].
One method of investigating the implications of string theory for particle
physics involves the compactification of the effective field theory from ten to
four dimensions [5]. The inclusion of the Lorentz Chern-Simons term makes
it possible to obtain in this way phenomenologically interesting models in four
dimensions[6]. Supersymmetry in four dimensions, a remnant of the space-time
supersymmetry of the heterotic string, is a common feature of most of these
models.
Much is known about the bosonic contributions to the ten-dimensional string
effective action, Leff . In this paper we investigate the supersymmetric comple-
tion of Leff . We may characterize the different contributions to Leff by the
power of the Riemann tensor in the Rn-terms which they contain:
Leff =
∑
n
LRn . (28)
The main issue in this paper is the supersymmetrization of the R4-terms in Leff .
Partial results about this work were presented in [7].
Before discussing our results it is useful to present schematically what is
known about the bosonic part of Leff . We use the results obtained by string
amplitude methods. Here one calculates string S-matrix elements for scatter-
ing of massless particles, and then reconstructs a field theoretical action which
reproduces these amplitudes. There are contributions from the tree-level (clas-
sical) string theory, from one-loop string effects, etc. This action is expressed
in terms of the physical fields of d = 10, N = 1 supergravity. The bosonic
fields are the ten-bein field eµ
a, an antisymmetric tensor gauge field Bµν (with
field strength Hµνλ), the dilaton field φ, and the Yang-Mills gauge field Aµ (the
fermions are introduced in Section 2, where we present some basic properties
of ten-dimensional supergravity). The presence of the dilaton in this action
is limited by global scale invariance [8]. Our fields (except the dilaton) are
scale-invariant, while φ transforms as φ → φξ, ξ being the parameter of scale
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transformations. Scale invariance implies that φ occurs only in the combination
φ−1∂φ, or as an overall multiplicative factor in the Lagrangian.
From the tree-level string calculation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] one obtains LR:
LR ∼ 1
κ2
φ−3{R+H2 + (φ−1∂φ)2}, (29)
where κ is the ten-dimensional gravitational coupling constant, of dimension
[mass]−4. Also from the string tree-level one obtains a quadratic action2:
LR2 ∼ φ−3{
α′
κ2
R2 + β trF 2} . (30)
and a quartic action3
LR4 ∼ α′κ2φ−3(
α′
κ2
R2 + β trF 2)2 +
α′3
κ2
φ−3ζ(3)X , (31)
where X is the term [14, 11]:
X = tµ1...µ8tν1...ν8Rµ1µ2ν1ν2Rµ3µ4ν3ν4Rµ5µ6ν5ν6Rµ7µ8ν7ν8 . (32)
The tensor t is discussed in Section 3. The transcendental coefficient ζ(3) makes
it impossible to relate the two contributions in LR4 by supersymmetry.
At the one-loop level [15, 16, 17] Leff obtains corrections to the quartic
action:
LR4 ∼ α′κ2g2{(
α′
κ2
R2 + β trF 2)2 + β2 trF 4}+ α
′3g2
κ2
X . (33)
Note the absence of the factor φ−3 in the one-loop contributions. In fact, each
string loop will give a factor φ3g2. This can be understood in terms of a back-
ground field sigma-model calculation from the coupling of the dilaton to the
Euler character of the world sheet [18, 19, 20].
Besides the above terms due to four-point scattering amplitudes there are
also contributions from one-loop five-point amplitudes [21, 22]. These are of the
form
LR4 ∼ ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2 trFµ3µ4 . . . Fµ9µ10 , (34)
while similar terms with F replaced by R also appear.
Other information about the quartic action comes from the counterterms in
the d = 10 action which are required for anomaly cancellations [4]. We would
2Here β = 1/(g10)2, g10 the Yang-Mills coupling constant. The dimension of α′ is [mass]−2,
of β [mass]6. The number of string loops is counted by the dimensionless coupling g2, which
satisfies, for the heterotic string, the relation g = 2κ(2α′)−2. β is fixed by β = α′/(2κ2) [1].
3The absence of the cubic action LR3 is understood from the vanishing of three-point string
scattering amplitudes.
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expect these terms to be part of the string effective action. Indeed, terms of
the form (34) are among the counterterms of [4]. It is then of interest to see,
whether or not they are linked by supersymmetry to some of the terms already
present in (31) and (33).
Let us now discuss the supersymmetrization of the effective action. The
action LR corresponds to the supersymmetric Einstein action of d = 10, N = 1
supergravity [2]. The inclusion of the term β trF 2 leads to the supersymmetric
action of [3]. The field strength H then has to be extended with the Yang-Mills
Chern-Simons term. The introduction of the Lorentz Chern-Simons term re-
quires, by supersymmetry, the presence of the R2-action. The supersymmetriza-
tion of the R2-action has been achieved by the Noether method [23, 24, 25] and
by superspace methods4 [27, 28]. In [25] an explicit supersymmetric action for
the Lorentz Chern-Simons term, including terms quartic in R, was presented.
In the absence of Yang-Mills couplings it is of the schematic form:
LLCS = LR + φ−3αR2 + φ−3α3R4 + . . . . (35)
Each term has the same power of φ, and, consistent with string amplitude
results, the n = 3 contribution is absent. Supersymmetry holds only iteratively
in α, so that the supersymmetry transformation rules of a generic field V are
δV =
∑
n=0
αnδnV . (36)
Here δ0V are the transformation rules corresponding to the action LR. This can
easily be generalized to the case where Yang-Mills couplings are present. Again
schematically, one should make everywhere the replacement αR2 → αR2 +
β trF 2. On identifying the a priori independent coupling α with α′/κ2 one
then obtains exactly the terms in the tree-level string amplitude result (30, 31),
except for the ζ(3)X-term.
In this paper we address the problem of supersymmetrizing terms quartic in
the Riemann tensor. These include the remaining tree-level term ζ(3)φ−3X and
the one-loop contributions (33). Since the supersymmetrization of the R2-terms
in Leff is complete, this supersymmetric R4-action should be of the form
L = LR + γ R4 + . . . , (37)
with modifications to the supersymmetry transformation rules of [2, 3] propor-
tional to γ. Here γ is an additional parameter, of dimension [mass]2, a priori
independent of α and β. Relations between α, β and γ will be required if quartic
contributions to L and the string effective action Leff are to be identified, or
if the cancellation of anomalies is imposed. Supersymmetry by itself will not
relate α, β and γ.
4For a recent review of superspace methods in connection with the Lorentz Chern-Simons
terms, see [26].
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An obvious problem is already evident from the schematic form of the action
given above. There are two contributions proportional to X , one with and one
without the dilaton-dependent factor. One would expect that supersymmetry
gives a unique value for the power of φ which appears in front of X . The same
problem arises for the terms with αR2+β trF 2. In that case one should realize
however that in the tree-level quartic action this term is determined largely by
the presence of R2 in (35), so that the tree-level and one-loop contributions to
(αR2 + β trF 2)2 do not appear on the same footing.
A second indication that factors of φ are important can be seen from (34).
This term is invariant under gauge transformations of the B-field only if the
factor φ−3 is absent. Therefore the presence of the parity-violating terms (34)
requires the absence of the factor φ−3.
As we shall show in this paper the supersymmetrization of any action of
the form (37) requires ǫBR4 terms, and therefore the absence of φ−3. Thus
we achieve the supersymmetrization of the one-loop contributions (33), but not
that of the ζ(3)-term in (30).
Some results about the supersymmetrization of R4-actions have been ob-
tained in superspace [29, 30, 31]. However, the supersymmetrization of X (32)
in [29] and [30] depends on an off-shell formulation of d = 10, N = 1 super-
gravity, which has not yet been proven to exist. Also, it has not been worked
out whether the proposed superspace invariant for X represents the tree level
contribution (31) or the one-loop term in (33). On the basis of our work we
would have to conclude that this can only be the one-loop term. Since other
R4-terms besides X appear in Leff , we prefer to search systematically for the
most general supersymmetric invariant with the generic structure (37).
In this paper we use the component field Noether method. One starts with
an Ansatz for the supersymmetric action that one wants to construct. The
Ansatz should contain all possible terms, each with an unknown coefficient.
Invariance under supersymmetry is then used to determine these coefficients.
This method has the disadvantage of being algebraically complex. The Ansatz
contains many terms, so working out the variations involves a large amount of
work. However, this tedious task can and has all been done by a computer
program for algebraic manipulations. Then the explicit nature of this method
turns into an advantage. The resulting invariant can be compared in detail
with the results from string amplitude calculations. Also, the explicit form of
the modified transformation rules is obtained. The transformation rules of the
fermions play a crucial role in the study of compactification to four dimensions
[5].
The full calculation will be done for the gravitational sector only, i.e., without
the Yang-Mills coupling. We shall see that our results can be generalized to the
case were the Yang-Mills multiplet is present as well.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some basic
material on d = 10, N = 1 supergravity. We also briefly discuss results about
the supersymmetric R2-action. In Section 3 we construct the Ansatz (given
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explicitly in Appendix A) for the supersymmetric R4-action. Of course, for
practical reasons we have to limit ourselves to certain sectors of the complete
action (for instance, we never include four-fermion terms). These limitations
are also discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we give a schematic overview of
the calculation, and consider in some detail a particular sub-calculation which
leads us to conclude that terms such as (34) must be present in the final result.
The full result, and its generalization to the Yang-mills case, is then presented
in Section 5 and Appendix B. Section 6 compares our results with the string
amplitude calculations and discusses the relation with other work.
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3 R4–Invariants and the Ansatz
The supersymmetrization ofR4-action starts with the construction of an Ansatz,
which should contain all terms that might be linked to the R4-terms by super-
symmetry.
In order to make the supersymmetrization feasible one has to put restrictions
on the terms which are included in the Ansatz, and, correspondingly, on the
contributions to its supersymmetry variation. In this section we will discuss the
structure of our Ansatz and the restrictions we have imposed.
As we have already mentioned in Section 2, we will not consider terms in
the action which are quartic in fermions. Hence, in the R4-action only purely
bosonic terms and terms quadratic in fermions will appear. Correspondingly,
in the supersymmetry transformations of the bosonic fields only terms linear in
fermions, in the transformations of the fermionic fields only the bosonic contri-
butions have to be considered:
δ(boson) = ǫ¯ (fermion) ,
δ(fermion) = (boson) ǫ .
In the R4-action we do not write terms which contain the equations of motion
of the R-action (15–19). Such contributions can always be eliminated by a
suitable redefinition of the corresponding field. As was outlined in [11, 13], the
results obtained from scattering amplitude calculations are insensitive to such
redefinitions of the fields. Thus, we do not have to include terms in the Ansatz
containing a Ricci tensor or a curvature scalar. The same applies to terms
containing a contracted derivative of the Riemann tensor, since
Dµ(ω)Rλρµa(ω) = 2D[λ(ω)Rρ]a(ω) . (38)
Similarly, fermionic terms containing the left-hand-side of (21-25) can be left
out.
The presence of the fields φ and Bµν in d = 10 supergravity complicates our
calculations considerably. The occurrence of Bµν itself is of course restricted by
the requirement of gauge invariance (see (8)), but many contributions containing
the field strength H are possible. One may attempt to restrict the contributions
of H by requiring that H only occurs as torsion (6), as seems to be indicated by
string amplitude calculations. However, we prefer not to bias our calculations
by introducing such input. Similarly, the appearance of φ can be restricted by
requiring global scale invariance, but φ−1∂φ may appear anywhere.
We compromise by including in the action only terms independent of or linear
in H and φ−1∂φ. In the variation of the action we should then consider only
those terms in which H and φ−1∂φ are absent. From (4) we see that this implies
for instance that we never have to vary the field λ, and that consequently there
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is no need to include (λ)2-terms in the action. Furthermore, we can restrict the
terms containing H and φ−1∂φ to be purely bosonic.
In the Ansatz we use the spin connection with ψ-torsion, i.e., ωµ
ab(e, ψ), as
the argument of the Riemann tensor, and parametrize the terms linear in H
separately. In the H-dependent terms in the Ansatz we use the supercovariant
field strength Hˆ , given in (7).
Note that with the above restrictions, it is no longer guaranteed that our
method will yield a useful result. It may well be, for instance, that the cancel-
lation of variations containing H are required to fix the coefficients of the terms
linear in H in the action uniquely. As the next sections will show, a large part
of the supersymmetric action is determined, even though we do not consider the
cancellation of all possible variations. More fundamentally, we must admit that
our method does not strictly prove the existence of a supersymmetric invariant,
since the procedure may still fail for variations which we do not consider. The
results, and their relation with string amplitude calculations, give us confidence
that our procedure could in principle be continued to the end without essential
obstructions.
The purpose of our present work is the supersymmetrization of R4-actions,
with in view the application to the effective action of heterotic string theory. As
discussed in the Introduction, the bosonic part corresponding to tree level and
one-loop contributions to string amplitudes are known. There, the following
actions quartic in the Riemann tensor arise:
X = tµνλρσταβtabcdefghRµν
abRλρ
cdRστ
efRαβ
gh , (39)
Y1 = t
µνλρσταβRµν
abRλρ
abRστ
cdRαβ
cd , (40)
Y2 = t
µνλρσταβRµν
abRλρ
bcRστ
cdRαβ
da , (41)
Z = R[ab
abRcd
cdRef
efRgh]
gh . (42)
The tensor t has the following structure when acting on commuting, antisym-
metric tensors5Mi, i = 1, .., 4:
tabcdefghM
ab
1 M
cd
2 M
ef
3 M
gh
4 = −2
{
trM1M2trM3M4 + trM2M3trM4M1
+ trM1M3trM2M4
}
+8
{
trM1M2M3M4 + trM1M3M2M4
+ trM1M3M4M2
}
. (43)
The action (39) was obtained from a calculation of the two-loop β-function
in a supersymmetric nonlinear sigma-model [14] and independently in string
amplitude calculations [11]. This action appears in the tree level string effective
action with a characteristic coefficient ζ(3).
5In string amplitude considerations (see e.g. [13]) the indices of the t-tensor indicate the
eight transverse directions in light-cone coordinates, and then t contains an additional eight-
dimensional Levi-Civita´ symbol. Here we extend the range of the indices to all ten values.
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The action Y1, which has the structure t
...(trR2)2, was also found in tree-
level string amplitude calculations6 [13]. Note that Y2 has a different trace
structure t...(trR4). Finally, (42) is invariant under linearized supersymmetry
transformations, since by the Bianchi identity of the Riemann tensor,
D[µ(ω)Rνρ]ab(ω) = 0 , (44)
the variation of Z is a total derivative for any variation of ω. If Z is reduced
to eight dimensions it becomes a total derivative. This implies that it does
not play a role in lightcone gauge string amplitude calculations. Therefore one
has no a priori knowledge from string amplitude or sigma model calculations
about its effects in a ten-dimensional supersymmetric invariant. The fact that
in ten dimensions one should allow the inclusion of a Z-action was emphasized
in [32, 33, 34].
In the supersymmetrization of R4-actions we look for invariants of the form
L = R+ γR4 +O(γ2) , (45)
where R is the pure d = 10, N = 1 supergravity action (14). Supersymmetry
may hold iteratively in γ, so that the supergravity fields will need modifications
of the supersymmetry transformation rules ofO(γ) in order to achieve invariance
of the action (45) to O(γ).
Our Ansatz in the search for the supersymmetric completion of R4-actions
is written in the form:
Ltot = γ eφy
∑
i
Li . (46)
The sum is over the different structures that may occur in the action. We
consider 15 different sectors, which are presented in Appendix A, four involving
purely bosonic terms (L1 – L4), four sectors involving the gravitino field ψµ and
its curvature ψ(2) (L5 – L8) and seven sectors containing the dilatino field λ (L9
– L15). We give a few comments on our Ansatz.
We include an arbitrary power of the dilaton in front of the action (the R-
action also has such a structure, with φ−3). Note that by supersymmetry the
power of φ has to be independent of the index i labelling the different sectors,
since the supersymmetry transformation rules (1–5) contain no explicit powers
of φ.
The sector L1 (83) contains all possible contractions of four Riemann tensors.
Therefore, the actions (39-42) can be written as linear combinations of the terms
given in (83). Using pair exchange and cyclic identities for the Riemann tensor,
6For comparison to tree-level string amplitude results we will use the very detailed result
given in [13].
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and neglecting terms containing the Ricci tensor or curvature scalar, one finds7:
X = 12
{
A1 − 16A2 + 2A3 − 32A5 + 16A6 + 32A7
}
,
Y1 = −2A1 + 16A2 − 4A3 + 8A4 ,
Y2 = −4A2 + 2A4 − 16A5 + 8A6 + 16A7 ,
Z = 17×5!{A1 − 16A2 + 2A3 + 16A4 − 32A5 + 16A6 − 32A7} . (47)
Note that the actions X , Y1 and Y2 are related by
X + 6Y1 − 24Y2 = 0 . (48)
The sector L1 is the only one for which the variation of φ in front of the action
has to be evaluated.
The L3-sector consists of the following two terms:
K1 = ie
−1ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2Rµ3µ4
abRµ5µ6
abRµ7µ8
cdRµ9µ10
cd , (49)
K2 = ie
−1ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2Rµ3µ4
abRµ5µ6
acRµ7µ8
bdRµ9µ10
cd . (50)
Both terms are clearly invariant under gauge transformations (8) of the B-field
because of the Bianchi identity (44). Note that this gauge invariance requires
the absence of the dilaton field in (49) and (50), i.e., y = 0 in (46). One-loop
string amplitude calculations reveal that these K-terms must be part of the
effective string action [21, 22].
The sectors L5 – L8 parametrize terms of type ψ¯(2)Γψ(2)RDR, ψ¯(2)ΓDψ(2)R2,
ψ¯Γψ(2)R
3 and ψ¯ΓψR2DR respectively. As we noted above, in constructing these
sectors we do not allow terms with any contractions of the form (21-24). Note
that a partial integration and the use of the Bianchi identity (20) may relate
terms of these sectors. Therefore, in order to find a minimal set of independent
terms for the Ansatz only those terms are taken into account which are not
related by any of these operations.
Similar arguments apply for the λ-sectors L9 – L15. There we do not write
terms which are related to the equation of motions Λ (17) or Ψµ (18).
7A capital letter denotes the term in the Ansatz without the corresponding parameter
(always given in lower case) (see Appendix A).
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4 The Calculation
In this section we will discuss some of the technical aspects concerning the
calculation we have outlined in the previous section.
In Table 1 we present a schematic form of the supersymmetry transforma-
tions relevant for our purposes. Their precise form is given in Section 2. Note
that due to the restrictions we have imposed we may refrain from considering
various other contributions such as δω = ǫ¯ ψH .
# Transformation
1 δψ = D(ω)ǫ
2 δH = ǫ¯ ψ(2), δB = ǫ¯ ψ
3 δω = ǫ¯ ψ(2)
4 δψ(2) = ǫR
5 δe = ǫ¯ ψ
6 δφ = ǫ¯ λ
7 δ(φ−1∂φ) = ǫ¯D(ω)λ
Table 1. The schematic form of the supersymmetry transformation rules con-
sidered in this paper. The symbol ψ represents the gravitino, ψ(2)
the gravitino curvature.
Table 2 shows the generic structure of the variations of the action that emerge
when applying the transformations (1) – (7) to the Ansatz. In calculating
the variation of the Ansatz we always integrate away from the supersymmetry
parameter ǫ by performing a partial integration. The variation is then simplified
by working out products of Γ-matrices, etc., and brought to a standard form.
The result then has to vanish, which determines the unknown coefficients.
In many cases however, contributions to a variation do not have to can-
cel against each other. If a variation is proportional to one of the equations
of motion (15–19) it can be cancelled by changing the transformation rule of
the corresponding field with a contribution of O(γ). Consider for example a
variation which is of the form
δLtot = γ ǫ¯OµΨµ , (51)
where Oµ is a field dependent object which may contain Γ-matrices. Since Ψµ
is the gravitino equation of motion of the action LR, a variation δγ ψ¯µ of the
gravitino in LR with parameter −γ ǫ¯ Oµ will give
δγLR = −γ ǫ¯ OµΨµ . (52)
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# Variation Identity Cancelled by
(A) ǫ¯ ψ(2)R
2DR (21), (22) δψ, δλ
(B) ǫ¯Dψ(2)R3 (20), (23)–(24) (I), (J), δψ, δλ
(C) ǫ¯ ψ R(DR)2 – –
(D) ǫ¯ ψ R2DDR (54) (I)
(E) ǫ¯DλR2DR (25) δλ, δψ
(F) ǫ¯DDλR3 (25), (53) (J), δλ
(G) ǫ¯ λR(DR)2 – –
(H) ǫ¯ λR2DDR (54) (J)
(I) ǫ¯ ψ R4 – –
(J) ǫ¯ λR4 – –
Table 2. The different structures in the variation of the action. The third
column indicates identities used to rewrite various contributions.
The last column shows how these contributions are cancelled. A δψ
or a δλ entry indicates a modification of the transformation rules
of the corresponding fermion.
Li (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J)
L1 3 - - - - - - - 5 6
L2 2 - - - - - - - - -
L3 - - - - - - - - 2 -
L4 - - - - 7 - - - - -
L5 4 - - - - - - - - -
L6 4 4 - - - - - - - -
L7 1 1 - - - - - - 4 -
L8 1 - 1 1 - - - - - -
L9 - - - - - - - - - 4
L10 - - - - 1 - 1 1 - -
L11 - - - - 1 1 - - - -
L12 - - - - - 4 - - - -
L13 - - - - 4 - - - - -
L14 - - - - - - - 4 - -
L15 - - - - - - 4 - - -
Table 3. All contributions to the variations considered in Table 2. The num-
bers in the table correspond to the supersymmetry transformations
given in Table 1. The Li-entries denote the different sectors of the
Ansatz, given in the Appendix.
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This new transformation rule of the gravitino cancels (51) in the variation of
LR+Ltot. The new transformation applied to Ltot gives a contribution propor-
tional to γ2, which we need not consider in this stage of our procedure.
If a variation of Ltot can be rewritten using an identity such as (20) then its
contribution is shifted to another part of the calculation. Besides (20) one also
has the useful relations
D[µDν]λ = − 18ΓabλRµνab , (53)
D[µDν]Rabcd = Rµν[afRb]fcd −Rµν[cfRabfd] . (54)
In some cases, using identities such as (21–24), a contribution can be rewritten
in terms of equations of motion and additional terms which contribute to other
variations. This mechanism is indicated in the third and fourth columns of Table
2. In the fourth column we have not indicated explicitly cancellation through
modifications to the transformation rule of the tenbein. Ricci tensors occur,
either directly or through (38), in all the variations (A)–(J).
The basic tactic is then to shift as much as possible of a particular variation
to equations of motion and/or the variations (I) and (J) of Table 2, by using the
identities mentioned in the third column of the table. Everything which cannot
be shifted, which is true in particular for all contributions to the variations
(I) and (J), has to cancel and is used to fix coefficients. Table 3 indicates
how the different sectors of the Ansatz contribute, through the supersymmetry
transformations of Table 1, to the variations of Table 2.
As an example consider variations of type (B), i.e. ǫ¯Dψ(2)R3. From Table 3
we see that these variations are generated by the sectors L6 and L7. From L6,
the ψ¯(2)ΓDψ(2)R2-terms, we obtain (B) by varying the first gravitino curvature,
which is the transformation numbered 4 in Table 1. From L7, the Noether terms
ψ¯Γψ2R
3, we find this variation by varying the gravitino, and taking, after the
partial integration away from ǫ, the contribution containing Dψ(2). This is
transformation 1. On simplifying these variations we isolate those contributions
which can be written as a Bianchi identity (20), or which take on the form (23-
24). This gives variations of type (I) and (J) ((J) only in the case (23) is used)
and equations of motion. Note that in the variations (B) we will not encounter
the left-hand-side of (21-22). Such contractions between ψ(2) and Γ-matrices
are absent in the Ansatz, as explained in section 3. Contributions containing
(21-22) would therefore have to come from the variation of the L6 terms, but it
is easy to see that the products of Γ-matrices in these variations do not involve
the indices of the gravitino curvature.
Of course also the bosonic equations of motion, and the Bianchi identity
(44) are used in the same way. However, the use of these does not generate a
remainder.
An important role in the calculation is played by the two K-terms (86).
If they are part of the action, the power of the dilaton in front of the action
(46) will have to vanish. We find that indeed the presence of the K-terms is
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unavoidable. Interestingly, this result can be seen relatively easily, since only a
few terms in the Ansatz interact with the K-terms. As an example, which also
illustrates explicitly our procedure8, we will work out the contribution of the
K1-term.
In the variation of K1 we only have to consider the transformation of the
field B, (3). The ǫ-tensor and the Γ-matrix are combined to give:
δK1 = − 12
√
2Rmn
abRpqabRrs
cdRtucdǫ¯Γ
mnpqrstuvψv . (55)
The only term in the Ansatz which gives rise to a similar variation is M106 in
(90). In M106 we have to vary the gravitino and the gravitino curvature. After
a partial integration, and upon using the Bianchi-identity (44) we find
δM106 = −RmnabRpqabRrscdǫ¯ΓmnpqrstDtψcd
+ 14Rmn
abRpqabRrs
cdRtucdǫ¯Γ
tuΓmnpqrsvψv . (56)
In the first term we extract Γt from the Γ-matrix, using
Γmnpqrst = ΓmnpqrsΓt − 6Γ[mnpqrδs]t .
Thus we obtain
−RmnabRpqabRrscdǫ¯ΓmnpqrsD/ ψcd ,
and other terms, which will never contribute to a variation with a nine-index
Γ-matrix. Now we use (23) to obtain terms proportional to equations of motion,
as well as
+ 14Rmn
abRpqabRrs
cdRtucdǫ¯Γ
mnpqrsΓvΓtuψv . (57)
We now work out all the products of Γ-matrices in the second term in (56) and
(57), and finally obtain the following contribution with a Γ(9):
δM106 =
1
2Rmn
abRpqabRrs
cdRtucdǫ¯Γ
mnpqrstuvψv . (58)
The contributions (55) and (58) must cancel, since none of the other terms in
the Ansatz produces such a variation. Therefore
k1 =
1
2
√
2m106 . (59)
To find out whether or not a term of type K1 is present we therefore have
to know the value of m106. This coefficient is determined by considering the
following two variations:
Rmn
abRpqabRstcdR
stcd ǫ¯Γmnpqrψr , (60)
RmnabR
mnabRstcdR
stcd ǫ¯Γrψr . (61)
8Except for the fact that the algebraic manipulations in the following calculation were of
course performed by our computer program!
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To (60) we get contributions from M106, on working out the product of Γ-
matrices in (56) and (57). We also get contributions fromM30. By a calculation
similar to the one outlined above forM106, using the equation of motion (23), we
get two equal contributions from M30. We then find m30 = 2m106. Finally we
calculate the contributions to the variation (61). These come from the previous
calculation of the variation of M30, and also from the tenbein variation in A1.
The result is thatm30 =
1
2a1. Thus we conclude that this calculation determines
k1:
k1 =
1
8
√
2 a1 . (62)
The presence of the K1-term is therefore linked by supersymmetry to the pres-
ence of A1. The possibility of having a1 = 0 will be discussed in the next
section. None of the other terms in the Ansatz contributes to (60) or (61). The
feature which singles out these variations is the contraction between the index
of the gravitino and the Γ-matrix. Such a contraction can only arise from the
variation of the tenbein in the A-terms (83), or from terms in L7 (90), which
already have such a contraction. A glance at such terms in the Ansatz shows
that indeed only M106 and M30 have the appropriate structure.
The K1-term is only invariant under the gauge transformations of the B-
field, if the factor dependent on the dilaton in (46) is absent. We expect then,
given the presence of the K-term, that supersymmetry will fix y = 0. To see
this we will consider variations of type (J), ǫ¯ λR4. There are three variations
which play a determining role in fixing the value of y. These are
RmnabR
mnabRstcdR
stcd ǫ¯ λ , (63)
Rmn
abRpqabRstcdR
stcd ǫ¯Γmnpqλ , (64)
Rmn
abRpqabRrscdR
tucd ǫ¯Γmnpqrstuλ . (65)
To these variations we will get contributions from M106 and M30. These arise
from the use of (23) in (56) and in the related variation of M30. Then there are
contributions from (92), in particular from P1 and P21, obtained from the varia-
tion of the gravitino curvature ψ(2). Finally, there is of course a contribution to
(63) from the variation of φy in front of the A1-term. The resulting equations
for the coefficients read
(63) → − 13y
√
2 a1 −
√
2m30 +
1
2p1 = 0 ,
(64) → +2
√
2m30 − 4
√
2m106 − p1 + 2p21 = 0 ,
(65) → +2
√
2m106 − p21 = 0 .
These three equations fix p1 and p21, and set y = 0 (unless a1 = 0, in which
case y remains arbitrary at this stage).
The above calculation shows that any solution with a1 6= 0 will require the
presence of K1, and therefore the absence of an overall dilaton-dependent factor
in front of the action.
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The result of the above calculation should be compared with the results
presented in [25]. There the same terms that we consider above appeared in
the Ansatz for the quartic action, and a similar calculation was done. The
major difference is, however, that in [25] an R2-action, related to the super-
symmetrization of the Lorentz Chern-Simons terms, is present as well. Then
the cancellation of the variation of the quartic action also involves contributions
which arise iteratively from the quadratic and cubic action. One may check,
that these contributions (which can be found in [25]) have the effect of setting
k1 = 0 and y = −3.
The above calculation is a small part of the complete calculation which de-
termines all coefficients in the Ansatz. But the general procedure should now
be clear. The contributions to the variations are brought to a standard form,
in such a way that the remaining structures are all independent. Of course one
uses the identities mentioned in Table 2 to express the variation in terms of
independent structures. For each independent structure in the variation of the
action one finds an equation between the coefficients in the Ansatz. In solving
the equations, free parameters may remain. Certainly one free parameter is as-
sociated with the normalisation of the action. Free parameters may also indicate
that the Ansatz is overcomplete in the sense that a subset of the contributions
to the Ansatz may be dependent. This occurs, for instance, for the seven terms
in (84), of which only four are independent because of the identities (85). Other
free parameters indicate the presence of more than one solution to the problem
of supersymmetrization. These aspects of our result will be discussed in the
following section.
Table 3 shows that the calculation splits in a natural way in two almost inde-
pendent parts. The variations (A–D) and (I) (the ψ-sector) are independent of
the dilatino λ, the variations (E–H) and (J) (the λ sector) do depend on λ. All
these λ-dependent variations come from λ-dependent terms in the Ansatz, ex-
cept those due to the variation of the dilaton (see Table 1). The transformation
7 in Table 2 is only applied to a single sector of the Ansatz, (87), which does
not contribute to the ψ-sector. Therefore it seems that, except for the variation
of the dilaton factor in front of the total action, there is no contact between the
ψ-sector and the λ-sector. However, the use of (21-24) provides contributions
which move from the ψ-sector to the λ-sector. Therefore it is essential to first
work out the variations in the ψ-sector.
As we shall see, the equations resulting from the ψ-sector are very restrictive,
and result in two independent solutions. The equations in the λ-sector are much
less restrictive. As we discussed above, the cancellation of the (B)-variations
involves only the identities (23-24). Using these, the (B)-variation produces
ǫ¯ λR4, (J)-terms. We expect the identities (21) and (22) to play a role in the
variation (A). Since (21) contains a Dλ-contribution, the use of (21) in the can-
cellation of (A) provides a link between the ψ-sector and a variation containing
Dλ. In Table 3 we see that there are several contributions to (A). Since no
contractions between a Γ-matrix and the gravitino curvature are present in the
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Ansatz, only the variation of L8, the ψ¯ψR2DR-terms, can produce such a con-
traction. Therefore, all contributions containing Dλ arising from the ψ-sector
are proportional to the parameters in L8. However, the equations arising from
the ψ-sector require, that all these parameters vanish!
We conclude that the only link between the ψ- and λ-sector is through (B)
and (J), and through the variation of φy in front of the action, which also gives
(J). Therefore we may choose a minimal option in the λ-sector, which is to
include only those λ-dependent terms in the action which contribute to (J).
As we see in Table 3, this is the sector L9, the ψ¯ψ(2)R3-terms. Indeed, the
calculation shows that cancellation of all λ-dependent terms in the variation
can be achieved by including L9 only.
Besides this minimal option we have also considered the inclusion of the sec-
tors L4, L10−15. The variations from these terms have to cancel against each
other. We have found that the resulting equations are not sufficiently restric-
tive to solve for all parameters in this part of the Ansatz. When discussing our
results, in the next section, we will restrict ourselves to the minimal option men-
tioned above. Of course, this does not mean that we think that the coefficients
in L4, L10−15 are actually zero. It only means that these coefficients cannot
be determined, in terms of a small number of free parameters, in the present
calculation. The same remark holds for other sectors in the R4-action which we
have not considered in the construction of the Ansatz (see Section 3).
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5 Results
Using the procedure discussed in the previous section, we find that supersym-
metry requires that the bosonic terms must occur in the following combination:
L = a1A1 + (−16a1 + b)A2 + 2a1A3 + (12a1 − 2b)A4
+(−32a1 + 4b)A5 + (16a1 − 2b)A6 + (−16a1 + 2b)A7
+b1B1 + b2B2 + b3B3 + (− 12b2 − b3 + 6
√
2 b)B4
+2b2B5 + (b1 +
1
4b2 +
1
2b3 + 3
√
2 b)B6 − (b2 − 2b3 − 12
√
2 b)B7
+ 18
√
2 a1K1 +
1
2
√
2 (−a1 + 18b)K2 , (66)
where b = 124
√
2 (b2 + 2b3 + 2b4). The coefficients b1−4 remain free parameters
after solving the equations. Three of these are redundant because of the three
identities (85), which imply that B1−7 are not independent. We can therefore
take arbitrary values for b1−3, without changing the action. Thus b and a1 are
the only true free parameters remaining in the action, which can therefore be
written as a linear combination of two independent invariants.
Expressed in terms of X , Y1, Y2 and Z the R
4-contribution in (66) reads:
L = cX + 7!8 (a1 − 18b)Z +
(
6c− (18a1 + 364b)
)
Y1
+
(− 24c+ 12 (a1 − 18b))Y2 . (67)
Here the coefficient c is arbitrary and reflects the dependence of X , Y1 and Y2
discussed in Section 3.
In (66) we remark that for any nontrivial choice of a1 and b at least one of
the K-terms is present. Our conclusion from Section 4, that the exponent y in
the factor φy must vanish, is therefore valid for arbitrary a1 and b. Thus a1 = 0
plays no special role in this respect.
We will now discuss the two independent solutions contained in (66). The
first one is associated with b = 0, the second with b = 8a1. The most convenient
way to express these two solutions in terms of X , Z, Y1 and Y2 is to take
c = 148 (a1− 18b) in (67). The parameter a1 is then a normalization factor, which
we set equal to one.
The complete action corresponding to the choice b = 0 (with b1−3 = 0) is
displayed in Appendix B (99). The bosonic part of this invariant reads:
I1 = e {RabefRabefRcdghRcdgh − 16RacefRbcefRadghRbdgh
+2RabefRcdefRabghRcdgh + 12RabefRcdefRacghRbdgh
−32RabefRcdefRagchRbgdh
+16RaebfRcedfRagbhRcgdh − 16RaebfRcedfRagchRbgdh}
+ 18 i
√
2 ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2Rµ3µ4
abRµ5µ6
abRµ7µ8
cdRµ9µ10
cd
− 12 i
√
2 ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2Rµ3µ4
abRµ5µ6
acRµ7µ8
bdRµ9µ10
cd . (68)
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The R4-terms in (68) correspond to the combination 148
(
X + (6× 7!)Z).
Note that this solution has no terms linear in H . In [13] it was found that
in the string effective action the Riemann tensor should depend on the modified
spin-connection Ω− (see (6)). However, when X and Z are written in terms of
the modified spin-connection Ω−, and one then expands in H , terms linear in H
cancel. Thus the effect of torsion appears only in the terms at least quadratic
in H , which we do not consider here.
The complete action corresponding to the choice b = 8a1 (with b1 = b2 = 0,
b3 = −48
√
2 a1) is presented in (103). The bosonic part of this invariant is given
by
I2 = e
{
RabefRabefRcdghRcdgh − 8RacefRbcefRadghRbdgh
+2RabefRcdefRabghRcdgh − 4RabefRcdefRacghRbdgh
+96
√
2 Hˆabc
(− 12RabemRghfmDcRefgh +RabemRghfmDeRcfgh)}
+ 18 i
√
2 ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2Rµ3µ4
abRµ5µ6
abRµ7µ8
cdRµ9µ10
cd . (69)
The R4-terms in (69) are − 12Y1. The presence of K1 implies that there is no
factor φy in front of I2.
Using pair exchange for the Riemann tensor, all R4-terms in (69) can be
rewritten in terms of
Vµνλρ ≡ Rµνab(ω)Rλρab(ω) (70)
and its contractions. Note that Vµνλρ is the Lorentz-analogue of the Yang-Mills
invariant trFµνFλρ. Because the connection Ω− transforms under supersym-
metry as a Yang-Mills gauge field (compare (12) and (26)), this analogy only
holds if the spin connection in V is Ω−. This suggests that the action should
be rewritten in terms of the torsionful connection Ω−. Indeed, the two terms
linear in H in (69) are precisely what is needed to introduce H-torsion, with
the coefficient as in (6), in the R4-terms.
The fermionic contributions to both I1 and I2 can be found in Appendix
B. One surprise (for us) in this fermionic sector is that all terms of the type
ψ¯ΓψR2DR have a vanishing coefficient. Note that implicitly such terms appear
in the action in (83) in the ψ2-torsion in ω, and in (84) in the supercovarianti-
zation in Hˆ . Another way of presenting our result about L8 is to say that all
such terms can be absorbed into ψ2-torsion in ω and in supercovariantizations.
Both the actions I1 and I2 contain terms dependent on the field λ. In
Section 4 we discussed our procedure with respect to the λ-sector. Because of
the vanishing of L8, it is possible to include only L9 in the λ-sector, the so-called
minimal option. All the coefficients pi are then determined.
In the calculations leading to I1 and I2 we use the identities (23) and (24).
The terms in the variation in which we encounter the left-hand-side of (23) and
(24) are for I1: {
RabcdRajefRbkgh − 14RabcdRabefRjkgh
}
ǫ¯ΓcdefghD/ ψjk
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+
{
2RabdeRabciRfgcj + 12RacdeRafbiRbgcj
}
ǫ¯ΓdefgD/ ψij
+
{−8RacbdRaebhRcfdi + 4RabcdRabceRdfhi + 4RbcadRefahRbcdi
+ 20RbcaeRadfhRbcdi + 2RadefRbcahRbcdi − 16RabdeRcfahRbcdi
+ 24RabdeRafchRbcdi − 12RabcdRabcdRefhi + 2RabceRabdfRcdhi
−RabcdRabefRcdhi + 8RacbeRadbfRcdhi
}
ǫ¯ΓefD/ ψhi
−2RabdeRacfgRbhciǫ¯ΓdefghDjψij
+
{
8RabceRabdfRcdgh − 4RacbeRadbfRcdgh − 8RabefRacdgRbcdh
+ 8RadefRbcagRbcdh
}
ǫ¯ΓefgDiψhi
+
{
32RacbeRadbfRcdeg − 20RabcdRabefRcdeg
+ 20RabcdRabceRdfeg
}
ǫ¯ΓfDhψgh . (71)
Using the identities (23) and (24) this can be expressed as derivatives of the
equations of motion Ψµ and Λ of ψµ and λ, and terms proportional to ψR and
λR, which contribute to other variations. These last terms have been taken
into account in the calculation. The equations of motion always occur in the
combination Ψµ +
1
4
√
2ΓµΛ. The required additional variations of ψµ and of
λ, δγψµ and δγλ, are given in (100). Of course, the combination of the two
equations of motion implies a relation between δγψµ and δγλ. The fact that the
only changes in the λ transformation rules occur in this particular combination
with δγψµ is a consequence of the fact that we need only L9 in the λ-sector.
The variation of L9 never gives rise to additional λ equations of motion.
For the invariant I2 (69) the remaining fermionic equations of motion arise
from:
− 14RcdabRefabRghjk ǫ¯ΓcdefghD/ ψjk
+
{
2RceabRdfabRcdhi − 12RcdabRcdabRefhi −RcdabRefabRcdhi
+4RcdabRceabRdfhi
}
ǫ¯ΓefD/ ψhi . (72)
The corresponding modifications to the transformation rules of ψµ and λ are
given in (104). The remaining variations containing bosonic equations of motion,
which imply additional transformation rules for the bosonic fields, will not be
presented explicitly. The new transformation rules of the bosonic fields are not
immediately relevant for the compactification procedure.
Let us now come back in more detail to the analogy between these R4-
actions and quartic Yang-Mills invariants. We already mentioned above that
the Riemann tensors in the bosonic part of I2 can be expressed in terms of
Vµνλρ (70), if we use the torsionful spin connection Ω−. This requires the use of
pair exchange for the Riemann tensor, which gives rise to additional ψ¯Γψ(2)R
3
Noether terms, since:
Rab
cd(ω) = R cdab(ω)− 12 ψ¯[cΓd]ψab − ψ¯[cΓ[aψd]b]
+ 12 ψ¯[aΓb]ψ
cd + ψ¯[aΓ
[cψb]
d] . (73)
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The additional fermionic terms due to pair exchange give contributions to the
action which make it possible to write I2 in terms of V and
Wµν ≡ Rµνab(ω)ψab . (74)
W is also the Lorentz form of a Yang-Mills invariant: trFµνχ.
All contributions to (69) can be generalized to the d = 10 Yang-Mills multi-
plet, if we replace in the action
Vµνλρ → trFµν(A)Fλρ(A) ,
Wµν → trFµν(A)χ . (75)
where Aµ and χ are the fields of the d = 10 Yang-Mills multiplet. The resulting
quartic Yang-Mills action will then be invariant under the transformations (26),
(27), if the Yang-Mills analogue of the terms (72) allows the same treatment
as in the case of the R4-action. Writing (72) in terms of Yang-Mills fields we
obtain:
− 14 trFcdFef ǫ¯Γcdefgh trFghD/ χ
+(2 trFceFdf − trFcdFef )ǫ¯Γef trFcdD/ χ
− 12 trFcdFcdǫ¯Γef trFefD/ χ+ 4 trFcdFceǫ¯Γef trFdfD/ χ . (76)
Now, the relevant terms in the χ-equation of motion which follows from the
quadratic Yang-Mills action read9
X = eφ−3{D/ (ω,A)χ+ 14ΓcΓabψcFab + 12
√
2ΓabFabλ} , (77)
so that the identity corresponding to (23) is:
D/ (ω,A)χ = e−1φ3X − 14ΓcΓabψcFab − 12
√
2 ΓabFabλ . (78)
So indeed we can express D/ χ in terms of X , and ψR and λR terms. Note that
these last terms take on exactly the same form as the ψR and λR contributions
in (23). This is of course essential for the invariance of the quartic Yang-Mills
action, since after the use of the identity (78) the rest of the calculation should
proceed in the same fashion as in the R4-case.
X is the fermionic equation of motion of the F 2-action. Therefore, the X
contributions in (76) can only be cancelled by changing the χ transformation
rule if we include the supersymmetric F 2-action. In this way we obtain an
action
L = R+ β trF 2 + γ( trF 2)2 , (79)
9We use here the form of the Yang-Mills-supergravity action given in [25].
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and supersymmetry will require new transformation rules of χ and Aµ of order
γ/β. As a byproduct of our analysis of R4-actions we therefore find also the
following Yang-Mills invariant (with Wµν = trFµνχ):
LYM = LR + LF 2
+γe {− 12 tµ1...µ8 trFµ1µ2Fµ3µ4 trFµ5µ6Fµ7µ8
+ i8e
−1
√
2 ǫµ1....µ10Bµ1µ2 trFµ3µ4Fµ5µ6 trFµ7µ8Fµ9µ10
+4 W¯µνΓλ trχDλFµν − 2 trFµνDµFλρ tr χ¯Γνλρχ
−4 W¯µνΓλρν trχDµFλρ
−8 trFµλF νλ tr χ¯ΓµDνχ− 16 W¯µνΓν tr (Dλχ)Fµλ}
+γe
√
2
[
{ trFµνFµν λ¯Γλρ − 8 trFµνFµλ λ¯Γνρ − 4 trFµλFνρ λ¯Γµν
+2 trFµνFλρ λ¯Γµν}Wλρ
+ 12 trF
µνF στ λ¯ΓµνστλρW
λρ
]
+Noether terms . (80)
The complete invariant is presented in (105), the O(γ) transformation rules
of χ in (106). In the above we have not considered the bosonic equations of
motion nor the new transformation rules of Aµ. We have checked that indeed
the bosonic counterpart of (72) also allows the generalization to an arbitrary
Yang-Mills group.
In the abelian case (80) reduces to the quartic contribution to the Born-
Infeld action [35] coupled to supergravity, and agrees in the flat limit with the
globally supersymmetric Born-Infeld action presented in [36]. In the Yang-Mills
case the structure of (80) differs in the flat limit from the result of [36], since in
[36] only the symmetric Yang-Mills trace (i.e., t... trF 4) is considered.
The invariant I2 corresponds to one particular choice of the coefficients a1
and b in (66). One may wonder, whether other choices also lead to actions which
have a Yang-Mills generalization. There are, for an arbitrary Yang-Mills group,
eight independent trF 4 invariants. These are given by
YM1 = Fµν
IFµν JFλρ
KFλρL ,
YM2 = Fµν
IF νλ
JFµρKFρλ
L ,
YM3 = Fµν
IF νλ
JFKλρFρ
µL ,
YM4 = Fµν
IFλρ
JFµν KFλρL ,
multiplied by either tr TITJ trTKTL, giving YMi(1), or trTITJTKTL, giving
YMi(2). Here TI are the Yang-Mills generators in the fundamental representa-
tion. These eight possibilities give the following R4-actions if we work them out
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for the SO(9, 1) Lorentz group10:
YM1(1) → A1 , YM1(2) → A2 ,
YM2(1) → A2 , YM2(2) → 14A4 −A5 +A7 ,
YM3(1) → A2 , YM3(2) → A6 ,
YM4(1) → A3 , YM4(2) → A4 . (81)
Note that Z (47) has the wrong combination of A5 and A7 to be the Lorentz-
case of a general Yang-Mills invariant. The only way to avoid having Z in our
solution (66) is to choose b = 8a1, which leads to I2. Thus IYM is the only
Yang-Mills invariant which we can reconstruct from our result. This implies
that a supersymmetric action of the type t... trF 4, which would correspond to
the generalization of Y2, does not exist for arbitrary Yang-Mills groups.
The action (80) can be generalized in the following way. We may choose a
semi-simple gauge group of of the form G× SO(9, 1). Then we can identify the
gauge field of SO(9, 1) with Ω−, and the corresponding field strength with the
Riemann tensor. The invariant (79) then takes on the form
L = R+ β trF 2 + γ(R2 + trF 2)2 . (82)
Note that an R2-term is not required for invariance. In the absence of quadratic
terms invariance holds up to (76) for G × SO(9, 1). For the contributions con-
taining D/ χ, where χ is the partner of the G-gauge field, we use (78). This
requires the presence of the standard F 2-action. For the contributions contain-
ing D/ ψab we use (23), which contains an equation of motion of the R-action.
Therefore no R2-action is needed to cancel these particular variations.
10In this calculation we use pair exchange and the cyclic identity for the Riemann tensor.
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6 Discussion
In this paper, we have found that two supersymmetric invariants of the type
R + γR4 exist. As a by-product, we have also obtained the leading terms of a
locally supersymmetric trF 2 + γ( trF 2)2-invariant.
Let us now compare our results to the effective action obtained by other
methods. The tree-level string amplitude contributions to Leff contain the action
LR, (14), with the Yang-Mills contribution LF 2 . The field strength H of the
antisymmetric tensor gauge field Bµν is modified with Yang-Mills and Lorentz
Chern-Simons terms. As discussed in Section 2, supersymmetry requires the
presence of LR2 terms, and quartic contributions of the form (R2 + trF 2)2. In
these quadratic and quartic actions the Riemann tensor depends on Ω−, and the
couplings to the dilaton are limited to the same overall factor φ−3 which is also
present in LR. As we discussed in Section 4, this action does not contain a term
K1 (49), so that the overall factor φ
−3 does not interfere with the Bµν -gauge
transformations. The result of supersymmetrizing the Lorentz Chern-Simons
terms [25] agrees (up to field redefinitions) with the determination of the bosonic
part by a string amplitude calculation [13].
In [13] a different basis is used for the independent fields. The dilaton is
denoted by the field D, with the correspondence φ = exp(23
√
2D), φ being our
scalar field. The tenbein in [13] differs by a factor φ−3/8 from our tenbein. With
this rescaling, we find indeed that the modified Riemann tensor R¯ in [13], which
contains eDH and DDD contributions, becomes equal to Rµνab(Ω−).
Among the tree level terms obtained in [13] is also the contribution ζ(3)X ,
with X given in (47). After the rescaling mentioned above, this term also
obtains the overall factor φ−3. Therefore we must conclude from our analysis,
that this term does not have a supersymmetric completion. As we have seen,
the supersymmetrization of X requires the presence of both K1 and K2 (49,
50), which because of B-gauge invariance conflicts with the presence of the
φ−3-factor11. Therefore we still do not understand the properties of ζ(3)X in
relation to supersymmetry in ten dimensions.
At the one-loop level string amplitudes reveal again the presence of the X-
term, as well as further (R2 + trF 2)2-terms [16], [17]. However, the one-loop
contributions to Leff have no overall dilaton factor. One also finds a contribution
proportional to trF 4. For E8 × E8 this term can be rewritten in the form
( trF 2)2, but this is not possible for SO(32).
Comparing now to our results in Section 5, we see that we can indeed su-
persymmetrize the one-loop contributions to the effective action, except for
trF 4, which remains a problem in case the gauge group is SO(32). In Sec-
11The terms φ−3Ki are gauge invariant under modified B-gauge transformations: δBµν =
2(∂[µΛν] +3(φ
−1∂[µφ) Λν]). However, the conflict is now shifted to the H-dependence in LR.
The field strength H has to be modified to be invariant under the new B-gauge transfor-
mations. This breaks the supersymmetry of LR. These modified gauge transformations are
discussed in [37].
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tion 5 we showed that the supersymmetrization of (R2 + trF 2)2 requires an
F 2-contribution to the action, but no R2-terms. This implies that the R2-
contributions to the effective action are completely determined by the super-
symmetrization of the Lorentz Chern-Simons terms, or, in string amplitude
terminology, by the tree-level contributions.
The counterterms required for the cancellation of anomalies for the gauge
group E8 × E8 are, schematically, [4]
Lcounter ∼ ǫµ1...µ10Bµ1µ2{ trR4 + 14 ( trR2)2 + ( trR2)( trF 2) + ( trF 2)2}µ3...µ10 .
All these counterterms can be seen as part of the supersymmetric actions pre-
sented in Section 5. Note in particular, that we also obtain the relative coefficient
1
4 between the two R
4-terms. Thus we find that these counterterms are indeed
linked by supersymmetry to the known bosonic one-loop contributions to the
quartic effective string action. The other counterterms presented in [4], which
contain products of Chern-Simons forms, belong in our terminology to actions
Rn with n > 4.
In a recent paper by Duff and Lu [38] it was argued that the coupling of the
heterotic five-brane [39] σ-model to background supergravity fields implies the
existence of quartic terms in the Riemann tensor and Yang-Mills field strength.
However, these are obtained in the version of N = 1, d = 10 supergravity with
a six-index antisymmetric gauge field, which is related to our Bµν by a duality
transformation. Let us therefore consider the effect of a duality transformation
on the quartic action we obtain in this paper.
For this duality transformation we focus again on the B∧R∧R∧R∧R terms
. They are related to Chern-Simons forms. The usual Lorentz Chern-Simons
term ω3 appears as a modification to the field strength H of the gauge field B,
schematically, this reads: H ∼ ∂B + tr (ω ∧ ∂ω + ω ∧ ω ∧ ω), along with the
Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term [3]. In the dual version of d = 10 supergravity
with a six-index gauge field Chern-Simons terms are absent, but are replaced
by an interaction term of the form A(6) ∧R ∧R in the action.
By a similar duality transformation, the terms B ∧R ∧R ∧R ∧R will give
rise to the Chern-Simons forms ω7,
H(7) ∼ ∂A(6) + tr (ω ∧ ∂ω ∧ ∂ω ∧ ∂ω) + . . . ,
in the seven-index field strength of A(6) in the six-index version of d = 10
supergravity. Such terms are indeed required in the anomaly cancellations in
the six-index version [40].
In this paper we have supersymmetrized the one-loop, quartic terms which
appear in the bosonic string effective action. We do not find a supersymmetric
completion for the ζ(3)φ−3X-term, which is part of the tree-level effective ac-
tion. This failure may be due to the fact that we limited ourselves to the use
of the physical fields of d = 10, N = 1 supergravity. Failure of the Noether
method may of course indicate the necessity of introducing additional fields.
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These could correspond to massive fields, perhaps related to auxiliary fields of
the d = 10, N = 1 supergravity multiplet, which become propagating fields in
the higher derivative actions we have considered.
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A Appendix A
This Appendix is devoted to the presentation of the various sectors we con-
structed for the Ansatz. We write the Ansatz as the sum (46):
Ltot = γ eφy
∑
i
Li .
The first purely bosonic sector is formed by seven terms of the form R4
and therefore contains all possible independent contractions of four Riemann
tensors:
L1 = +a1RabcdRabcdRefghRefgh + a2RabcdRabceRdfghRefgh
+a3RabcdRabefRcdghRefgh + a4RabceRabdfRcdghRefgh
+a5RabceRabdgRcfdhRefgh + a6RacbdRaebgRcfdhRefgh
+a7RacbeRadbgRcfdhRefgh . (83)
The second sector in our Ansatz consists of seven terms of type HR2DR.
Its explicit form is:
L2 = +b1HaefRadbcRghbcDdRefgh − b2HaefRabcgRbdchDdRefgh
+b3HabdRabceRghcfDdRefgh + b4HabeRabcdRghcfDdRefgh
+b5HabeRadcgRbfchDdRefgh + b6HabcRabefRcdghDdRefgh
+b7HabeRadcfRbcghDdRefgh . (84)
It is important to realize that the seven terms in this sector are overcomplete.
This is due to the fact that the Bianchi identity for the H-field implies the
following relations among the different terms:
0 = D[aHˆbcd]RabefRcdghRefgh = B1 +B6 ,
0 = D[aHˆbcd]RabefRceghRdfgh =
1
4B1 − 12B3 + 12B4 +B7 ,
0 = D[aHˆbcd]RabefRcgehRdgfh =
1
2B2 − 14B3 +B5 . (85)
The latter results are obtained by performing a partial integration. Note that
these identities are valid modulo terms of the form ψ¯Γψ(2)R
3. This is related
to the fact that the Bianchi-identity of the H-field involves a supercovariant
derivative. The equations (85) imply that three of the coefficients bi can be
chosen arbitrarily.
The third purely bosonic sector consists of two terms of type BR4:
L3 = +k1ie−1ǫabcdefijklBabRcdghRefghRijmnRklmn
+k2ie
−1ǫabcdefhiklBabRcdgjRefgmRhijnRklmn . (86)
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There are four terms of the structure (φ−1∂φ)R2DR:
L4 = +φ−1∂aφ (c1RbcdeRfgdeDaRbcfg + c2RbcdeRcfegDaRbfdg
−c3RabcdRdefgDbRcefg − c4RabcdRdefgDcRbefg) . (87)
This completes the list of the purely bosonic sectors.
We considered 17 terms of the type ψ¯(2)Γψ(2)RDR:
L5 = +{d1RbcaeDaRbcdf + d2RbcadDaRbcef + d3RabcdDeRabcf} ψ¯dgΓeψfg
+{d5RcdabDeRfgab + d6RceabDdRfgab + d7RcfabDdRegab
+d8RacbfDeRadbg + d9RacbfDdRaebg
+d10RaebfDdRacbg} ψ¯cdΓeψfg
+d21RbcafDaRbcde ψ¯ghΓdefψgh
+{d22RdeabDcRfgab + d23RdgabDcRefab + d24RacbdDfRaebg} ψ¯chΓdefψgh
+{−d25RefacDaRbdgh − d26RghafDaRbcde − d27RchafDaRbgde
−d28RefacDbRadgh + d29RcfahDbRagde} ψ¯bcΓdefψgh . (88)
Next, there are six terms with the structure ψ¯(2)ΓDψ(2)R2:
L6 = +f1RadbcRaebc ψ¯fgΓdDeψfg + f2RacbdRaebf ψ¯cgΓdDeψfg
+f3RbcadRfgae ψ¯bcΓdDeψfg + f4RbcafRdeag ψ¯bcΓdDeψfg
−f5RcdafRegab ψ¯bhΓcdeDfψgh + f6RcdabRefgh ψ¯abΓcdeDfψgh .(89)
For the Noether sector, the terms of type ψ¯Γψ(2)R
3, we constructed 92 inde-
pendent terms:
L7 = +{m1RafbgRacdeRbcde +m2RafbcRagdeRbcde
+m3RbfadRcgaeRbcde} ψ¯hΓfψgh
+{m4RefghRabcdRabcd +m5RefagRbhcdRabcd +m6RegafRbhcdRabcd
+m7RghaeRbfcdRabcd +m8RghafRbecdRabcd +m9RefabRghcdRabcd
+m10RegabRfhcdRabcd +m11RefabRagcdRbhcd +m12RegabRafcdRbhcd
+m13RfgabRaecdRbhcd +m14RghabRaecdRbfcd +m15RefacRbgadRbhcd
+m16RegacRbfadRbhcd +m17RfgacRbeadRbhcd +m18RghacRbeadRbfcd
+m19RaecgRbfdhRabcd +m20RaecgRbfadRbhcd +m21RafcgRbeadRbhcd
+m22RaebgRafcdRbhcd +m23RafbgRaecdRbhcd} ψ¯eΓfψgh
+{m30RefhiRabcdRabcd +m31RefahRbicdRabcd +m32RhiaeRbfcdRabcd
+m34RefabRhicdRabcd +m35RehabRficdRabcd +m37RefabRahcdRbicd
+m38RehabRafcdRbicd +m39RhiabRaecdRbfcd +m42RefacRbhadRbicd
+m43RehacRbfadRbicd +m44RhiacRbeadRbfcd +m47RaechRbfdiRabcd
+m48RaechRbfadRbicd +m49RaebhRficdRabcd} ψ¯gΓefgψhi
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+{m33RefahRbgcdRabcd +m36RefabRghcdRabcd +m40RefabRagcdRbhcd
+m41RehabRafcdRbgcd +m45RefacRbgadRbhcd
+m46RehacRbfadRbgcd} ψ¯iΓefgψhi
+{m501RdhefRagbcRaibc +m502RefhiRadbcRagbc +m51RefadRhibcRagbc
+m52RefadRghbcRaibc +m53RefahRdgbcRaibc +m54RefahRgibcRadbc
+m55RefahRdibcRagbc +m56RdeahRfgbcRaibc −m57RdeahRfibcRagbc
+m58RehadRfgbcRaibc −m59RehadRfibcRagbc +m60RhiaeRdfbcRagbc
+m61RhiaeRfgbcRadbc +m62RhiadRefbcRagbc +m63RefbdRagchRaibc
+m64RefbhRadcgRaibc +m65RefbhRagciRadbc +m66RefbhRadciRagbc
+m67RdebhRaicfRagbc +m68RehbdRaicfRagbc +m69RhibeRadcfRagbc
−m70RdeabRfgacRhibc −m71RdhabRefacRgibc −m72RefabRhiacRbdcg
−m73RehabRfiacRbdcg −m74RefabRghacRbdci −m75RefabRdhacRbgci
−m76RdeabRfhacRbgci +m77RefabRcdahRbgci +m78RehabRcdafRbgci
+m79RadbeRcfahRbgci} ψ¯dΓefgψhi
+{m90RdeaiRfgbcRahbc −m91RdeabRfgacRbhci} ψ¯jΓdefghψij
+{m92RdeaiRfgbcRajbc +m93RijadRefbcRagbc +m94RdeaiRfjbcRagbc
+m95RdebiRafcjRagbc −m96RdeabRfiacRbgcj} ψ¯hΓdefghψij
+{m97RdeciRfgabRhjab +m98RcdijRefabRghab +m981RdeijRcfabRghab
+m99RdeaiRfgbjRchab +m100RdeacRijbfRghab +m101RdiacRefbjRghab
+m102RcdaiRefbjRghab +m103RdeacRfgbiRhjab
+m104RdeacRfgbiRahbj} ψ¯cΓdefghψij
+{m105RcdajRefbkRghab +m106RcdjkRefabRghab} ψ¯iΓcdefghiψjk . (90)
Finally, in the cancellation mechanism we also included:
L8 : Terms of type ψ¯Γ(1)ψR2DR
and ψ¯Γ(5)ψR2DR . (91)
Altogether there are 70 terms of this type. In our solutions we find that all
these terms have to vanish. We will therefore not write them explicitly.
In principle there are 19 additional sectors to be included in the Ansatz.
Roughly speaking, these have fewer fields and more derivatives. These sectors
consist of the following structures:
(ψ¯ψ)RD3R ; (ψ¯ψ)DRD2R ; (ψ¯ψ(2))RD2R ; (ψ¯ψ(2))(DR)2 ;
(ψ¯ψ)D5R ; (ψ¯ψ(2))D4R ; (ψ¯(2)ψ(2))D3R ; (ψ¯(2)Dψ(2))D2R ;
(Dψ¯(2)Dψ(2))DR ; (ψ¯(2)D2ψ(2))DR ; (Dψ¯(2)D2ψ(2))R ; (ψ¯(2)D3ψ(2))R ;
(ψ¯Dψ(2))RDR ; (ψ¯D2ψ(2))R2 ; (ψ¯Dψ(2))D3R ; (ψ¯D2ψ(2))D2R ;
(ψ¯D3ψ(2))DR ; (ψ¯ψ(2))D4R ; HˆDRD2R .
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They participate in the cancellation mechanism through the use of the rela-
tion (54). We have constructed all possible terms of this type (for a few of the
above structures there are actually no contributions), and found that the equa-
tions require that the corresponding coefficients vanish. Therefore these terms
have no effect on our solutions, and we refrain from presenting their explicit
parametrisation.
This completes the discussion of all sectors of the Ansatz which contain the
gravitino field and the gravitino curvature.
There are six sectors which contain the dilatino field λ. We constructed 21
independent terms of the structure λ¯Γψ(2)R
3:
L9 = +{p1RefghRabcdRabcd + p2RefagRbhcdRabcd + p3RghaeRbfcdRabcd
+p4RefabRghcdRabcd + p5RegabRfhcdRabcd + p6RefabRagcdRbhcd
+p7RegabRafcdRbhcd + p8RghabRaecdRbfcd + p9RefacRbgadRbhcd
+p10RegacRbfadRbhcd + p11RghacRbeadRbfcd + p12RaecgRbfdhRabcd
+p13RaecgRbfadRbhcd + p14RaebgRafcdRbhcd} λ¯Γefψgh
+{p15RdeahRfgbcRaibc + p16RhiadRefbcRagbc + p17RdeahRfibcRagbc
+p18RdebhRafciRagbc − p19RdeabRfhacRbgci} λ¯Γdefgψhi
+{p20RcdaiRefbjRghab + p21RcdijRefabRghab} λ¯Γcdefghψij . (92)
Besides the sector L9 there are the following λ-dependent contributions:
L10 ∼ ψ¯λR2DR , (93)
L11 ∼ ψ¯DλR3 , (94)
L12 ∼ ψ¯(2)D2λR2 , (95)
L13 ∼ ψ¯(2)DλRDR , (96)
L14 ∼ ψ¯(2)λRD2R , (97)
L15 ∼ ψ¯(2)λDRDR . (98)
As we explained in Section 4, these additional sectors may be included, but are
not actually required to achieve the cancellation of the variations we econsider.
Since we we choose in Section 5 for the minimal option of including only (92)
in the presentation our results, we shall not give the parametrization of L10−15
explicitly. For the same reason, we do not display λ-dependent terms containing
more derivatives, which might participate through the use of (53).
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B Appendix B
This Appendix is devoted to the presentation of the two solutions we have found.
If we choose in (66) b = 0, b1 = b2 = b3 = 0 and a1 = 1 we obtain:
e−1I1 = +RabcdRabcdRefghRefgh − 16RabcdRabceRdfghRefgh
+2RabcdRabefRcdghRefgh + 12RabceRabdfRcdghRefgh
−32RabceRabdgRcfdhRefgh + 16RacbdRaebgRcfdhRefgh
−16RacbeRadbgRcfdhRefgh
+ i8
√
2 e−1ǫabcdefijklBabRcdghRefghRijmnRklmn
− i2
√
2 e−1ǫabcdefhiklBabRcdgjRefgmRhijnRklmn
+{8RbcadDaRbcef − 8RabcdDeRabcf} ψ¯dgΓeψfg
+{−4RceabDdRfgab − 8RcfabDdRegab + 16RacbfDdRaebg
−16RaebfDdRacbg} ψ¯cdΓeψfg
+4RdeabDcRfgab ψ¯chΓdefψgh
+{8RefacDaRbdgh + 4RchafDaRbgde − 4RefacDbRadgh} ψ¯bcΓdefψgh
+16RacbdRaebf ψ¯cgΓdDeψfg + 32RbcafRdeag ψ¯bcΓdDeψfg
+8RcdafRegab ψ¯bhΓcdeDfψgh
+{−20RafbgRacdeRbcde + 20RafbcRagdeRbcde
−32RbfadRcgaeRbcde} ψ¯hΓfψgh
+{−RefghRabcdRabcd + 8RefagRbhcdRabcd + 4RghaeRbfcdRabcd
−4RghafRbecdRabcd − 2RefabRghcdRabcd + 2RegabRfhcdRabcd
+4RefabRagcdRbhcd − 28RegabRafcdRbhcd + 20RfgabRaecdRbhcd
+8RghabRaecdRbfcd + 24RefacRbgadRbhcd + 48RegacRbfadRbhcd
+16RfgacRbeadRbhcd − 16RghacRbeadRbfcd − 24RaecgRbfdhRabcd
+8RaecgRbfadRbhcd + 16RaebgRafcdRbhcd
−4RafbgRaecdRbhcd} ψ¯eΓfψgh
+{ 12RefhiRabcdRabcd − 4RefahRbicdRabcd − 4RhiaeRbfcdRabcd
+RefabRhicdRabcd − 2RefabRahcdRbicd + 20RehabRafcdRbicd
−2RhiabRaecdRbfcd − 16RehacRbfadRbicd − 8RhiacRbeadRbfcd
+8RaechRbfdiRabcd − 8RaechRbfadRbicd} ψ¯gΓefgψhi
+{−8RefabRagcdRbhcd − 8RehabRafcdRbgcd + 8RefacRbgadRbhcd
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+4RehacRbfadRbgcd} ψ¯iΓefgψhi
+{−4RdhefRagbcRaibc − 2RefhiRadbcRagbc − 2RefadRhibcRagbc
+2RefahRdibcRagbc − 4RehadRfgbcRaibc − 2RhiaeRfgbcRadbc
+8RefbdRagchRaibc − 4RefbhRadcgRaibc + 8RefbhRagciRadbc
+4RefbhRadciRagbc + 16RdebhRaicfRagbc + 16RehbdRaicfRagbc
+8RhibeRadcfRagbc − 8RdeabRfgacRhibc − 8RdhabRefacRgibc
−4RefabRhiacRbdcg + 8RehabRfiacRbdcg − 12RefabRghacRbdci
+4RefabRdhacRbgci − 16RdeabRfhacRbgci + 8RehabRcdafRbgci
−8RadbeRcfahRbgci} ψ¯dΓefgψhi
+2RdeabRfgacRbhci ψ¯jΓdefghψij
+{2RdeaiRfgbcRajbc − 12RdeabRfiacRbgcj} ψ¯hΓdefghψij
+{−2RdeciRfgabRhjab − 12RcdijRefabRghab + 2RdeacRijbfRghab
−4RdiacRefbjRghab + 4RdeacRfgbiRhjab
−2RdeacRfgbiRahbj} ψ¯cΓdefghψij
+{−RcdajRefbkRghab + 14RcdjkRefabRghab} ψ¯iΓcdefghiψjk
+
√
2
[
{RefghRabcdRabcd − 8RefagRbhcdRabcd − 8RghaeRbfcdRabcd
+2RefabRghcdRabcd − 4RefabRagcdRbhcd + 40RegabRafcdRbhcd
−4RghabRaecdRbfcd − 32RegacRbfadRbhcd + 16RghacRbeadRbfcd
+16RaecgRbfdhRabcd − 16RaecgRbfadRbhcd
−32RaebgRafcdRbhcd} λ¯Γefψgh
+{−4RdeahRfgbcRaibc − 24RdeabRfhacRbgci} λ¯Γdefgψhi
+{−2RcdaiRefbjRghab + 12RcdijRefabRghab} λ¯Γcdefghψij
]
. (99)
The modifications to the fermionic transformation rules follow from (71). The
result is:
δγψµ = Db {(20RbcdeRµcfgRdefg − 20RbcµdRcefgRdefg
−32RbdcfRµecgRdefg) ǫ}
+Db {(2RµbcdRefcdRefgh + 4RµecdRbfcdRefgh − 16RceµdRbcdfRefgh
+24RµcdeRbcdfRefgh − 24RµbcfRcdegRdefh − 12RµbcdRcefgRdefh
−8RµfcdRbcegRdefh + 8RcfdeRµbcgRdefh − 40RbdcfRceµgRdefh
+24RbfcdRceµgRdefh − 8RbfcdRµcegRdefh
+4RbcdeRcfdeRµfgh − 16RcedfRbcdgRµefh) Γghǫ}
+Dc {(−16RµdbfRbecgRdefh − 12RµbdeRbfcgRdefh) Γghǫ}
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+4De {RµbcdRbfcdRefghΓghǫ}+Df {RbcdeRbcdeRµfghΓghǫ}
+Dg {(−28RµfbcRbcdeRdefh + 32RµbcdRbecfRdefh
−20RbecdRbfcdRµefh) Γghǫ}
+Db {(−2RµcdeRbcfgRdehi + 2RbdµcRcefgRdehi
+2RbcdeRµcfgRdehi + 12RbcdfRceµgRdehi) Γfghiǫ}
+Dc {(−8RµbdfRbecgRdehi + 4RµdbfRbecgRdehi) Γfghiǫ}
+Df {(−8RµcbdRbecgRdehi + 8RµdbcRbcegRdehi
+4RbcµgRbdehRcdei − 8RbeµgRcdbhRcdei) Γfghiǫ}
+Db {(12RµbefRcdghRcdij − 2RbcefRµdghRcdij) Γefghijǫ}
−2De {RµbcfRbdghRcdijΓefghijǫ}
δγλ = − 14
√
2Γµδγψµ . (100)
Note that δγψ contains R
3Dǫ-terms. The appearance of new supersymmetry
transformations containing Dǫ can easily be avoided. The contributions of the
equation of motion Ψ in (71) are, schematically, R3ǫ¯DΨ, or, after a partial
integration:
− (DR3)ǫ¯Ψ−R3(Dǫ¯)Ψ . (101)
The first term must be cancelled by changing the transformation rule of the
gravitino. The second term can also be cancelled by adding to the action:
R3ψ¯Ψ . (102)
Of course the new term has to varied. The variation of ψ gives Dǫ and cancels
the second term in (101) (this time we do not perform the partial integration
away from ǫ!). The variation of Ψ gives a combination of bosonic equations of
motion, and this can be cancelled by changing the bosonic transformation rules.
If this procedure is followed, the new fermionic transformation rules are as in
(100), but without the Dǫ-terms.
The second solution is obtained by taking in (66) a1 = 1, b = 8, b1 = b2 =
0, b3 = −48
√
2:
e−1I2 = +RabcdRabcdRefghRefgh − 8RabcdRabceRdfghRefgh
+2RabcdRabefRcdghRefgh − 4RabceRabdfRcdghRefgh
−48
√
2HabdRabceRghcfDdRefgh + 96
√
2HabeRabcdRghcfDdRefgh
+ i8
√
2 e−1ǫabcdefijklBabRcdghRefghRijmnRklmn
37
+4RcdabDeRfgab ψ¯cdΓeψfg − 2RbcafDaRbcde ψ¯ghΓdefψgh
−4RghafDaRbcde ψ¯bcΓdefψgh
−8RadbcRaebc ψ¯fgΓdDeψfg − 16RbcadRfgae ψ¯bcΓdDeψfg
+{−RefghRabcdRabcd + 16RegafRbhcdRabcd + 12RghaeRbfcdRabcd
−4RghafRbecdRabcd − 2RefabRghcdRabcd + 4RefabRagcdRbhcd
+8RegabRafcdRbhcd + 8RfgabRaecdRbhcd
+8RghabRaecdRbfcd} ψ¯eΓfψgh
+{ 12RefhiRabcdRabcd − 4RhiaeRbfcdRabcd +RefabRhicdRabcd
−2RhiabRaecdRbfcd} ψ¯gΓefgψhi
+{−4RefhiRadbcRagbc − 4RhiaeRfgbcRadbc
−4RhiadRefbcRagbc} ψ¯dΓefgψhi
+{− 12RcdijRefabRghab −RdeijRcfabRghab} ψ¯cΓdefghψij
+ 14RcdjkRefabRghab ψ¯iΓcdefghiψjk
+
√
2
[
{RefghRabcdRabcd − 8RghaeRbfcdRabcd + 2RefabRghcdRabcd
−4RghabRaecdRbfcd} λ¯Γefψgh
+ 12RcdijRefabRghab λ¯Γcdefghψij
]
. (103)
The modifications to the transformation rules can be calculated from (72). We
find:
δγψµ = Db {(2RµbcdRcdefRefghΓgh − 4RµbcfRdecgRdefh)Γghǫ}
−8De {RbcdfRbcdgRµefhΓghǫ}+Df {RbcdeRbcdeRµfghΓghǫ}
+ 12Db {RµbefRcdghRcdijΓefghijǫ}
δγλ = − 14
√
2Γµδγψµ . (104)
The solution I2 has a Yang-Mills analogon. The proper way to derive this
Yang-Mills solution from I2 consists in two steps. First, by using pair exchange
(73), the R4-terms must be written in such a way that the contraction over
Lorentz indices corresponds to the Yang-Mills trace. Second, the spin connection
must be written with H-torsion. These steps do not require the use of the
identities (85). We use the notation Wµν = trFµνχ. The result is:
e−1IYM = − 12 tµ1...µ8 trFµ1µ2Fµ3µ4 trFµ5µ6Fµ7µ8
38
+ i8
√
2 e−1ǫµ1....µ10Bµ1µ2 trFµ3µ4Fµ5µ6 trFµ7µ8Fµ9µ10
+4 W¯µνΓλ trχDλFµν − 2 trFµνDµFλρ tr χ¯Γνλρχ
−4 W¯µνΓλρν trχDµFλρ
−8 trFµλF νλ tr χ¯ΓµDνχ− 16 W¯µνΓν tr (Dλχ)Fµλ
+{− trFµνFµν ψ¯λΓρ − 12 trFµνFµλψ¯ρΓν + 12 trFµνFµλψ¯νΓρ
−2 trFµνFλρψ¯µΓν + 12 trFµλF νρψ¯µΓν}Wλρ
+{ 12 trFµνFµν ψ¯σΓσλρ − 4 trFµνFµλψ¯σΓσνρ + trFµνFλρψ¯σΓσµν
−2 trFµλF νρψ¯σΓσµν − 4 trFµνFµσψ¯νΓσλρ + 4 trFµλF νσψ¯µΓνσρ
+4 trFµνF σλψ¯ρΓµνσ}Wλρ
+{− 12 trFµνF στ ψ¯λΓµνστρ − trFµνF στ ψ¯µΓνστλρ}Wλρ
+ 14 trF
µνF στ ψ¯ξΓ
ξ
µνστλρW
λρ
+
√
2
[
{ trFµνFµν λ¯Γλρ − 8 trFµνFµλ λ¯Γνρ − 4 trFµλFνρ λ¯Γµν
+2 trFµνFλρ λ¯Γµν}Wλρ
+ 12 trF
µνF στ λ¯ΓµνστλρW
λρ
]
. (105)
The additional supersymmetry transformation rules of χ follow from (76), and
read:
δγχ = − 14Γcdefghǫ Fgh trFcdFef
+Γef ǫ Fcd (2 trFceFdf − trFcdFef )
− 12Γef ǫ Fef trFcdFcd + 4Γef ǫ Fdf trFcdFce . (106)
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